Benchmark dose calculation from epidemiological data.
A threshold for dose-dependent toxicity is crucial for standards setting but may not be possible to specify from empirical studies. Crump (1984) instead proposed calculating the lower statistical confidence bound of the benchmark dose, which he defined as the dose that causes a small excess risk. This concept has several advantages and has been adopted by regulatory agencies for establishing safe exposure limits for toxic substances such as mercury. We have examined the validity of this method as applied to an epidemiological study of continuous response data associated with mercury exposure. For models that are linear in the parameters, we derived an approximative expression for the lower confidence bound of the benchmark dose. We find that the benchmark calculations are highly dependent on the choice of the dose-effect function and the definition of the benchmark dose. We therefore recommend that several sets of biologically relevant default settings be used to illustrate the effect on the benchmark results and to stimulate research that will guide an a priori choice of proper default settings.